
24 year old Zelf Efron is stirring
 up a storm with his unbeatable 

record of zero losses this season.
With him joining the North Pole

team, they are set to win the cha-
mpionship. This Elf has come al- 

ong way since high school. 
Scoring a college scolarship 

for his skills, he was set for star-
dom after being personally being
chosen by Santa himself to join
the North Pole Team. His team 

Star Elfron Superstar Player

NORTH POLE BASKETBALL TEAM SET TO WIN 
With Zelf Elfron joining the team this year, North Pole

team is unstopabble. How do they do it?

Elf star  Elfena williams has injured her wrist 
just before going to play her final game. The 
super star was set to win the title when an 

unfortunate accident caused her to trip and land 
on her hand. “She is obviously devestated that she 

was unable to compete, she has been training
for months for this win” says her agent. Elfena 
has chosen to stay out of the spotlight whilst 
she heals. She will be taking the time to get 

better and than prepare for next years match.

TENNIS STAR INJURES
 WRIST BEFORE GAME

SCIENTIST MAKES UNMELTABLE SNOWMAN

mates welcomed him with open 
arms. This could be the first time

in for years they will be their rivals
the South Pole team. The teams 
have been neck in neck for years

with the South team defeating them
at the last 5 minutes every year.
With Elfron joining the team they 
may actually win against them.

The famous popstar is still
making time to perform for
his fans despite being sold 
out of all 57 shows world
wide. The number chart 
artist was snapped at a
local children’s hospital
performing his top songs

for the children. 

The young Scientist from down
town Pole has discovered how to

make a snowman unmeltable
“This is life changing’ it now allows

us to deliver Snowman to those 
in countries such as Australia, 

who don’t have a White Christmas”
Abigail Snowflake stated. The 
brainy elf sparked her love for
Science at the age of 3 when, 
Santa gave her a Chemistry

Set for Christmas. Here she taught

herself all about the world of
science. After joining her family
one year to Australia where one
of the families they visited asked
for snow. Her family created a 
magical scene, however due to

the heat it melted in minutes.
This set Abigail on a path to 

create unmeltable snow
for the world to enjoy. After

a year long of testing she was
able to do it

ELVES ARE ADDICTED
TO THE GAME “SANTA’S 

LITTLE HELPER”

Elves everywhere are calling
in sick to play the latest game 

by Elfvision called “Santa’s 
Little Helper” the game was

released last thursday and has
sold out at every store. “We can’t
believe how popular this game is”

says the owner of Elf Games. 
The game is said to mimic the work

of Santa’s frontline elves, where
you must make, wrap and deliver

presents in a timely fashion. Every

Elf is trying to beat the top score.
To help boost the release of the
game. Elfvision announced that
anyone who could beat Santa’s

actual top toy maker Twinkle Toes
would win an all expense paid

trip to hang with Santa himself for
a day. ‘This is the biggest prize
in history”, being able to hang 
with the biggest celebrity in the
world is the greatest honour”
says the spokesperson for 

Elfvision. Work places are forcing
to close, as they have no staff to run
their shops. With no one being even
close to beating the top score. Elves
are hoping they will be the lucky one.

Elves who work for Santa as an actual
helper have laughed at the games
release as it is nothing compared
to what they have to do for work.
Will you be the lucky elf to hang

with Santa?

www.mymagicalmoments.com.au

Your One Stop Elf Shop

World’s Affordable
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Bandit Caught On Camera 

A young family in Australia were left devestated after returning
from a night of carrolling, only to discover their house had been
robbed!. Thankfully they had surveillance footage and was able

to cath the thief in action. The police are calling the public to 
help recognise this thief and put him behind bars, where he 

belongs. 

The Thief took off with all the families presents, electronics 
including their tv, laptop and gaming console. The children 

were left devestated being just weeks before Christmas

This is the 30th  
house robbery by the bandit, The house robberies first started 

4 months ago. Police say they believe the thief is also 
responsible for the string of bikes, sleighs, and cars stolen

 in the area. 

Read the full story on page 10.

After the recent deploy of space 
ship XMAS the astronauts on 

board have made an incredible 
discovery. Life on the moon

The astronauts, Eddie Twinkle,
Buddy Sparkle, Theodore Tinsel
set out onto the planet. It wasn’t 
long until they were greated by 

what appeared as a man in green
The “man” was calm and curious
as to what was visiting the moon 

Astronaut Eddie Twinkle “We didn’t
speak the same language but we

both knew we were all here in 
peace. After various pictures

were taken, the now known alien
took off in his ship and flew off 

to what we can only assume 
was another galaxy. It was 

clear the alien was visting the
moon and it was not it’s natural

habitat. 
So what does this mean for us?

It proves that we are not the
only ones who live in the universe

We believe we are in no way a 
threatened by the new life

that was discovered here in
space. A new space form team
will be put together and sent 
out to search for further life. 

Several recordings of the aliens
speech was recorded, NASA
plan to begin deciphering it. 

Alien Posing For Photo

This week a poor young
elf is left without leg after
a viscious shark attack
on Australian’s beaches
The young elf was surf-
ing alone when the great
white shark jumped on
his board and nabbed

him . 

This is the second
attack this month from a 
shark attack. The other 

one not being as severe.
It is important to always

read the beach signs,
swim between the flags
and not swim between

.

dusk and dawn when sharks
 like to feed. Marine Biologist
Elsa Gifter Says “ It’s really

important we don’t fear 
sharks, but rather learn 

about them if we are 
going to be entering 

their homes for leisure”

CHRISTMAS BANDIT STRIKES AGAIN

POLICE SAID “WE’LL 
CATCH THE BANDIT”
Police are adamit, with the 

new footage of the thief, it is 
only a matter of time. Before 
they catch the thief and put

 him behind bars

RARE EGYPTIAN 
REMAINS FOUND

Archeologists have discovered
the remains of the famous

Egyptian Pharoah, perfectly 
intact, on their latest exhibition
The remains are an incredible

discovery into finding out more 
information about just how 

Pharoahs were buried and how
they lived. Archeologist Hugo
Elf, says “This is the biggest 
discovery for me, i have been

looking for this tomb for 4 
years.

Poll results are in, according to 98% of elves it is never too early to decoarte for Christmas. The national 
poll taken October 5th was tallied up on Sunday withsurprising results with 98% of all elves preffering 

Christmas be celebrated earlier than the typical December. Elves saying it lightens elves spirit and 
makes the Christmas lead up much more fun. We are curious to see what the 2% have to say

More on page 4 

NEW LIFE DISCOVERED IN SPACE
Life discovered on Moon, proves we are not alone in 

the world. What does that mean for us?

ELF SURVIVES
SHARK ATTACK
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DO YOU KNOW THIS 
ELF?

Police are asking for assitance.
If you know this elf or have

any information about him please 
call the police tip hotline

1800 879 769

SNAKE ALMOST EATS 
ZOO KEEPER

A Poor Zoo keeper is left
traumatised after almost being
eaten by one of Zoo’s snakes.

After going in for a routine
clean to the enclosure, one of 
the snakes got a little cozy with

the poor keeper. 
“ i thought i would be eaten for 
sure, he had wrapped himself
completely around me” Tony 
the keeper said. The zoo so far

is investigating the incident,
Open for the full story 

IT’S NEVER TOO EARLY TO START DECORATING FOR CHIRSTMAS
A recent nature hike at  Australia’s Uluru, discovers a Kangaroo who had adopted a young Elf Baby. 

After the tragic disappearance of the young elfs family, a local kangaroo heard its cries and decided to 
adopt the baby in hopes to one day reunite it. After local authorities heard about the baby they 

managed to rescue her and make sure she was ok. The Police are appealing for anyone who is or
knows of a baby approximately 3 months old missing please let someone know to help reuinte them.

Kangaroo Adopts Elf Baby
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